Living in the Trees
Rick Lee and Lorraine Lee Hammond

1. Midnight (R. Lee) - 3:00
2. Sundown (trad) - 1:45
3. Broken Toy (L. Lee) - 2:10
4. Ladies Triumph (trad) - 1:30
5. Pear Tree (R. Lee) - 1:10
6. Subdivision Blues (T. Hall) - 4:15
7. Mrs. Kelly (L. Lee) - 2:20
8. Idumea (p.d.) - 1:45
9. The 1913 Massacre (W. Guthrie) - 4:20
10. Living in the Trees (R. Lee) - 1:45
11. As I Walked Out (trad) - 3:05
12. Old Astronomer (R. Lee/L. Lee) - 2:20
13. Hungry Loving Morning (R. Lee) - 1:55
14. Patrick Spencer (B. Coltrman) - 4:20
15. The Wreck of the Tennessee
   Gravy Train (D. Macon) - 2:25
16. A Picker and a Grinner (B. Zentz) - 2:40
17. Confused (R. Lee) - 3:15
18. What is to Be Will Be (P. Wagoner) - 2:45
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